
 
 

‘GARAGE SALE MYSTERY: A CASE OF MURDER’ 

Synopsis 

 

Garage sale shopper extraordinaire Jennifer Shannon (Lori Loughlin) and her 
resale business partner Dani (Sarah Strange) are always on the hunt for amazing finds.  
They discover an old reel-to-reel tape recorder at a garage sale outside of town and 
Jennifer grabs it, knowing there’s a tidy profit to be made.  However, when one of the 
tapes that accompanies the machine is played back, Jennifer suspects that what they hear 
might just be a recording of an actual murder.  Never one to let a hunch go unchecked, 
amateur sleuth Jennifer soon discovers the body of the recorder’s former owner, a local 
doctor who had recently ceased leading a therapy group, and whose needy patients did 
not want him to end his doctor/patient relationship with them. 

Having alerted Detective Lynwood (Kevin O’Grady), with whom Jennifer enjoys an 
“unofficial” working relationship, Jennifer makes some inquiries at the community center 
where Dr. Vedders’ (Malcolm Stewart) therapy group met and soon discovers that any 
one of his patients may have resented his departure…but enough to kill him?  Returning 
to the house where she purchased the recorder from Vedders’ wife, Mae (Sarah-Jane 
Redmond), Jennifer learns that life between them was not always rosy, casting suspicion 
on the woman eager to sell off the doctor’s belongings. 

Investigating each suspect one-by-one in her own unassuming way, Jennifer 
begins eliminating possible killers and inches closer to the truth.  However, Jennifer finds 
herself too close to the investigation for her own safety when one of her prime suspects 
leaves her sight for just moments and is killed and another menacingly shows up on her 
doorstep. 

By the time Jennifer figures out that she’s been following the wrong leads, she 
walks into a trap in which the killer plans to destroy her and make an escape without 
anyone knowing it was them all along. 
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